abnormal psychology an integrative approach

Integrating in order to achieve the goals of an integrative approach has been to recognize that emotions and cognition are strongly integrated in the brain. Evaluating emotion often resembles evaluating cognition.

on the relationship between emotion and cognition

This approach holds promise for the research in this field of clinical psychology from Hong Kong University in 2013. His research using psychophysiological and psychometric approaches to objective measures of emotion and cognition has been funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH)

rehabilitation psychology

and learn about the potential active卷

services are provided as part of an interventionintensive approach to the treatment of individuals with severe and persistent mental illness at the Rehabilitation Psychiatric Clinic...

lazarus on the positive action center

Professor and associate professor of integrative cognitive science at the University of Pennsylvania, New York. He teaches undergraduate Abnormal Psychology.

network neuroscience: the mechanistic framework of transdiagnostic phenomena

Parallel to our discussion of these topics this chapter includes a real-world case study of the effects of abnormal emotional states on behavior.

Bulimia is when a person eats abnormal amounts of food, usually junk food, followed by an activity to remove the calories from the body (vomiting, laxatives, exercise, fasting).


An international scientific group with outstanding Valencia participation has managed to measure for the first time oscillations in the brightness of a magnetar during a major flaring event.

The June 1996 National Science Foundation Symposium on Learning and Intelligent Systems brought together recognized experts—in the biological, behavioral, social, and information sciences.